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Abstract
Inefficiency of urban rail transit systems (URTS) results in a lower standard of service than required and has negative economic impacts. Many efforts have been
undertaken to calculate the efficiency of URTS or their subunits. Overall equipment
efficiency (OEE) as a measure of efficiency is a simple, flexible, and efficient formula.
The OEE measure ensures that equipment is available and fully capable of producing quality goods/services for the maximum time of operation and is being used in
a proper way. This paper discusses the idea of the OEE from the field of production
and how it can be applied to a URTS. Overall efficiency of rolling stock (RS) is a
major influencing factor on the efficiency of URTS. Therefore, the three fundamental
parameters of OEE—availability, performance, and service quality—are defined for
the RS of a URTS, and a method for their calculation is presented. The usefulness of
OEE for URTS is investigated.

Introduction
Improving and maintaining the efficiency of rail transit systems has become
important due to limited public funds and an increase in transport demand (Sulek
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et al. 2000). There are many ways to calculate the efficiency of a public transport
system or one of its subunits. For schedule and operating personnel efficiencies of
a transit system, we refer to Vuchic (2005) and Edwards (1992). In terms of economics, technical efficiency is measured by the ratio of output to input (Cooper et al.
2004). Depending on the type of system, there can be single or multiple inputs/
outputs. In the case of an urban rail transit system (URTS), multiple outputs are
produced by multiple inputs. Currently, several inputs/outputs of a transit system
are in use to develop a performance measurement system (Sulek and Lind 2000) .
Additionally, each URTS has different subunits, with each subunit having a variety
of inputs/outputs. Individual lines of network, transit units of a particular type in
a vehicle fleet, parking management, park-and-ride lots, and collection of fares are
some examples of subunits. Any subunit of a URTS that runs with low efficiency
can cause the following:
• less profit for the transport company
• cost increases due to extra wages for drivers and maintenance and other
staff who are in charge of overcoming actual deficiencies
• increase in service costs because of rework
• waste of energy, materials, and work force
• impacts on pricing
Therefore, the focus should be on improving the overall efficiency of URTS. One way
of achieving this objective is to identify and improve the efficiencies of the individual
subunits (Barnum et al. 2007). Another way to improve would be to adopt strategies
that result in the more efficient use of transportation resources (VTPI 2011), which
is called transport demand management. It is important that different measures for
strategy and input/output for efficiency must correspond to the objectives of the
transit agency. However, the core objective of any transit agency is to ensure that the
transit system is available, fully capable of producing quality services for the maximum time of operation, and being used properly. This leads us to use a measure that
is called overall equipment efficiency (OEE) and is taken from the field of production
(Borris 2006). It focuses on the core objective mentioned above. OEE as a measure
for efficiency calculation is a simple, effective, and flexible formula. It measures the
efficiency of equipment during its planned operation time.
This paper outlines the background of OEE and describes how it can be defined
for URTS. Some issues regarding its application to URTS are addressed. It is investigated whether the OEE measure is useful for calculating the overall efficiency of
URTS. What kind of information and results will be obtained for the specific case
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of URTS if we apply this measure? The rolling stock (RS) is a subunit of URTS and
serves as the backbone of any system. To simplify the study, we applied the OEE
measure to the RS. In this work, the RS of the Munich URTS was chosen as the
real-world application. OEE is defined and calculated by defining and calculating
the three parameters—availability, performance, and quality yield—for the rolling
stock of the URTS.

Theoretical Background
The overall efficiency of a transit system can be calculated by correctly identifying
subunit efficiencies. Each subunit has specific inputs/outputs. For example, Barnum et al. (2007) show that the key outputs for park-and-ride lots of the Chicago
Transit Authority are (1) number of parked cars, as a proxy for number of passenger
trips, and (2) parking revenues. The key inputs are (1) number of parking spaces and
(2) operating expenses. To obtain a comprehensive efficiency measure for comparing the parking lots, each lot’s outputs and inputs are aggregated with a relevant
weighting scheme, and then the aggregated outputs are divided by the aggregated
inputs; see Eq. (1):
(1)
The same weights are applied to the inputs and outputs of each parking lot, and
then the resulting values are compared. However, one must keep in mind that
the weighting scheme is completely dependent on the goals and objectives of the
transit authority. Schedule efficiency is one of the important measures of operating
efficiency (Edwards 1992). It is defined as the ratio of the sum of operating time (in
two directions) to cycle time. Basically, it reflects the terminal time losses. Operating (or travel) time T0 is the scheduled time interval between the departure of a
transit unit (TU) from one terminal and its arrival at another. The operating time
is, therefore, the sum of station-to-station travel times for all i interstation spacings
between terminals.
(2)
Where, the station-to-station time TS is the time interval between a TU’s departures from two neighboring stations; it is equal to the running time tr plus the station standing time ts on any spacing i.
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(3)
Terminal time tt is the time a TU spends at a line terminal. This time is provided for
vehicle turning or change of driver’s cab, resting of the crew, adjustment of schedule, and recovery of delays incurred in travel. The terminal time tt is determined as
the percentage of operating time on line (Vuchic 2005). This is minimized in automatic train operation where there is no need for driver breaks, turning of vehicles,
etc. Cycle time T is the total round trip on line, or the interval between the two
consecutive times a TU (in regular service) leaves the same terminal. It consists of
operating times for the two directions and terminal times.
(4)
Another way of calculating the cycle time is to multiply the number of transit units,
NTU , with the headway (time interval in minutes between the moments when two
successive TUs pass a fixed point on a transit line in the same direction) h. Integer
values that are equal to or greater than the computed value are taken for T, NTU
and h. Finally, the coefficient of schedule efficiency t becomes
(5)
Another method of efficiency calculation is to use the overall equipment efficiency
(OEE). It is a way of calculating the percentage of actual effectiveness of the equipment that is consuming inputs for some outputs (Borris 2006).
Overall Equipment Efficiency
All equipment is intended to produce some kind of output. The type of equipment
and its inputs and design limitations will determine how much output can be produced per unit time. For example, scheduled maintenance during the service life of
equipment is one of the inputs that affects the output rate and the quality of the
outcome. The output can be affected by the following failures:
• The equipment breaks down completely: This is when the equipment produces no products (i.e., goods or services) at all. This is known as a total
failure. In this case, times without operation/production may help diagnose
the failure easily.
• The equipment still produces products but it lost speed: The equipment is
running below its capacity and working slower than under normal operating conditions.
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• The equipment may reduce the quality of the product: Quality can be affected
in several ways. One way is that the equipment’s outputs do not meet customer demands or market standards and are rejected. Quality problems
result in a loss of profit.
The aim of the OEE measure is to ensure that equipment is available and fully
capable of producing quality products for the maximum time of production and is
used properly. To ensure this, OEE as a measure of efficiency is been defined as the
product of (1) availability, (2) performance, and (3) quality yield of the equipment
(Borris 2006; McCarthy 2001). A brief description of each parameter is given below.
Availability of Equipment
The equipment is not capable of producing goods or services if it is down for scheduled or unscheduled maintenance. Availability of the equipment is the ratio of the
amount of time that the equipment is capable of producing quality product to the
total time it could be running.
(6)
There are two types of downtime—planned and unplanned. Usually, planned
downtime is adopted in accordance with manufacturer standards. At some point,
planned downtime becomes purely dependent on the running time of the equipment, maintenance standards, and local conditions (Dhillon 2002). Unplanned
downtime arises due to various uncertainties in the design, operation, maintenance,
and environment of the equipment that affects the availability of the equipment.
Performance of Equipment
If the equipment is running at a speed lower than its capacity, this causes a loss of
production. Equipment that is running at half its normal speed is equivalent to 50
percent downtime. Therefore, the performance of equipment is defined with reference to production. It is the ratio of the amount of the manufactured products
(for a given production uptime) to the amount of products that could have been
manufactured.
(7)
Quality Yield of Equipment
Generally, quality is conformance to requirements or the degree to which a produced unit, function, or process satisfies the needs of users (Omdahl 1988). It is the
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intention of equipment owner to constantly produce accurate products that users
need. Rejection or failure of the product often causes unavailability of the equipment. For example, when equipment produces substandard products, more testing
has to be done to fix the problem. This implies that the availability of the equipment
is also affected. Additionally, any equipment with usability of less than 100 percent
is rarely accepted. Therefore, Borris (2006) and McCarthy (2001) define the quality
yield of the product as the ratio of the amount of acceptable products made to the
total amount of products made (including any unacceptable products).
(8)
Finally, the OEE becomes
(9)
From the data in Table 1, it can be clearly seen that even if the equipment has no
downtime (100% availability), the OEE can still be unacceptably low because of the
losses of performance and quality yield. With no downtime and both performance
and quality reduced to 50 percent, the resultant OEE falls to a value as low as 25
percent. This illustrates how the parameters are correlated and a loss in any of the
three parameters can drastically affect the OEE, which is the aim of OEE measure.
Table 1. Effects of Parameters of OEE
Availability Performance
100%
100%
100%
75%
50%

100%
50%
100%
75%
50%

Quality Yield

OEE

100%
50%
50%
75%
50%

100%
25%
50%
42.18%
12.5%

Overall Efficiency of Rolling Stock
OEE as a measure of calculating efficiency is a simple, effective, and flexible formula.
It measures the efficiency of the equipment during its planned operation time;
planned downtime does not affect OEE. This motivates an investigation into the
use of the OEE measure for calculating the overall efficiency of URTS to ensure that
a URTS is available, has full operational capability for the maximum time of operation, and is being used properly. This approach can be applied to any individual
transit line or extended to a complete URTS. Since it is not possible to discuss the
overall efficiency of a complete URTS, our study is restricted to the rolling stock
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(RS) that is a vital subunit of a URTS. Hence, OEE parameters are considered for the
rolling stock of a URTS.
Availability of Rolling Stock
The availability of RS corresponds to the number of TUs that are available for service each day. When a transit unit remains in the maintenance workshop/depot for
extra (i.e., other than standard) inspections and checkups and can therefore not
be put into service, this is regarded as an availability problem. The maintenance
department plans how many hours each transit unit has to spend for checkups
and other maintenance per unit time. It implies that TUs should be available for
operation in periods other than that reserved for standard maintenance work and
checkups. In case of extra inspections and maintenance, the total time available for
operation will be less than usual. Hence, availability of the RS can be defined as the
ratio of the amount of time that the TUs are capable of producing quality services
to the total time they could be running.
(10)
When a TU is out of service due to unforeseen and unavoidable reasons, it causes
unplanned downtime. The total time available for operation is the difference
between scheduled time and unplanned downtime. It can be calculated by multiplying the total number of TUs available for service (and ready to be put in service
at any time) within a transit agency and the number of service hours per day.
Scheduled time is the difference between total time and planned downtime. Normally, it depends on the number of years a TU has been in use, the care and maintenance history of a TU, the complexity and variety of the components used in the
unit, and the time required for the individual planned activity. A way of deciding
to go ahead with a planned downtime activity is described by Levitt (1997). The
maximum preventive maintenance time required to carry out a given percentage
of all scheduled preventive maintenance actions is given in Dhillon (2002).
Performance of Rolling Stock
Performance of the rolling stock is defined with respect to its output. One of the
key RS outputs is the number of kilometers traveled per unit time. More kilometers
per unit time offers more spaces per unit time; thus, ridership can be increased and
more revenue is generated. A fault in a component of the TU can reduce its speed
and cause it to run at a speed lower than its capability. If fewer kilometers per unit
time than planned are caused by slower TUs, this is a performance loss. In other
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words, a transit unit running at half speed is the same as having 50 percent downtime for a particular period of time. However, in case of performance losses, passengers remain in the system, and the financial result would not be worst. Keeping
in view the above facts, we can define the performance of the rolling stock as the
ratio of actual kilometers (after considering the time loss) and standard kilometers
(when there is no time loss due to any failure).
(11)
Where, actual kilometers = standard kilometers – kilometers lost; standard kilometers = NTU . N . average distance per trip; N = total number of (round) trips (per unit
time) completed by the individual TU. The number of TUs, NTU, can be calculated
as discussed in Section 2.
Any loss of kilometers (during operation) can occur due to a variety of problems in
the RS components. These problems may not appear during the scheduled maintenance in the workshop. This implies that the performance of the RS is the function
of the operating time when the RS is performing its intended function. In other
words, the performance of the RS cannot be judged unless we put it into service.
Operational data of transit units can be analyzed to determine the kilometers lost.
One way of calculating these kilometer losses is to calculate the loss of cycle time.
In this way, the percentage loss of cycle time represents the percentage loss of kilometers for the respective trip.
Quality Yield of Rolling Stock
Based on different user, owner, and stakeholder expectations, the quality of
the rolling stock can be defined in many ways. In reference to the quality yield
described previously, a complete failure of one of the TUs during operation is
regarded as a quality issue. In case of a complete TU failure, passengers are forced
to leave the TU. Additionally, a complete TU failure (during operation) has the
potential to prevent other TUs from moving into the network. This kind of service
usability is rarely accepted by passengers and can lead to rejection of the service.
Here, financial results may be worse because it is more likely that passengers will
leave the system. In this respect, the quality of the RS can be defined as the ratio of
the transit units actually working during operation time without failure to the total
of maintained units put into service.
(12)
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Where, number of cars worked = total of cars put in service – cars failed during
service.
It is important to note that losses of kilometers are not taken into account here, as
they are relevant to performance issues.

Overall Efficiency of Rolling Stock of
Urban Rail Transit System in Munich
The RS of the URTS in Munich has three types. The A-type was introduced in 1972
and has 360 cars (one TU contains six cars), which constitutes 62 percent of the
total RS. The B-type was introduced in 1981 and has 114 cars, which is 19.5 percent
of the total RS. The C-type was introduced in 2002 and has 108 cars, which is 18.5
percent of the total RS. As a result, the total number of cars that the Munich public
transport authority (MVG) has available is 582. However, the maximum number of
cars required during peak hour periods does not exceed 470.
To show the application of the OEE measure, we considered the data for only one
hour (4 PM to 5 PM) of every Monday in the year 2008. The reason for choosing this
particular interval is that there is maximum utilization of the RS during this hour.
Additionally, one hour of data is easy to handle to calculate the distance traveled
by TUs during operation time, cycle time, headway time for all TUs, and number
of TUs for different headways, distance per trip, total trips, and failed TUs for the
specified period. Taking the previous definitions as a basis, the three parameters of
OEE for the RS are calculated in the following way:

Where, the lower-case letters a, b, and c represent the three types of rolling stock
A, B and C; the weightings 0.62, 0.195 and 0.185 are the percentages of each type
of rolling stock in the whole fleet; Tsch = scheduled time for operation; Tsch = TtTpl, Tt = total time for operation; Tup = unplanned downtime; and Tpl = planned
downtime. After inserting the values into the equation, we get availability:
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To obtain the performance of the URTS, it is necessary to calculate the number
of TUs in operation, the total trips covered by all TUs, and the average distance
covered per trip. Since the URTS in Munich has six underground lines, (U1, ... , U6)
T, NT.U, and h were calculated for each line according to the formulas given earlier.
Finally,

The geographical map of the transit network is used as the basis to calculate the
distance traveled by each TU for an individual line. The average distance per trip
(for all TU of the six lines) is, thus, the standard kilometers that the RS could run.
Depending on the number of the different types of TUs introduced into service,
the A, B and C types could run 1442.19, , and km, respectively. The actual number
of kilometers traveled by all TUs (A-type=, B-type=, C-type= ) in the specified
peak hour are less due to the lower speed of some TUs during operation. Losses of
kilometers due to losses in cycle time were calculated from the operational data.
By inserting values of standard kilometers and actual kilometers for the individual
type of rolling stock, we get the performance of the RS:

As mentioned earlier, the total number of cars put in service during the one
selected peak hour is 470. Some of the cars suffer complete breakdowns during
operation. Consequently, these TUs were withdrawn from or not admitted to service. According to the definition the quality yield becomes

Where, n = the total number of cars put into service and nw = the number of cars
actually operated during operation time. There are three compositions; therefore,
n = na + nb + nc and nw = nwa + nwb + nwc. After inserting the values, we get
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Finally, the OEE of the RS as a product of availability, performance and quality yield is

Discussion and Future Work
The OEE measure can be used to calculate the overall efficiency of the RS and gives
useful information. It measures the efficiency of the equipment during its planned
operation time, while the planned downtime does not affect the OEE, no matter
how long it is. Different inputs/outputs of the parameters have lead to different
methods for their calculation; the flexibility of the OEE measure allows this. After
the OEE measure has been obtained, any type of RS with low scores in parameters
can be carefully studied to develop plans of action aiming to improve the OEE. In
the case study above, availability of the RS is the main factor responsible for the
lower OEE.
It is difficult to defend this percentage of OEE. There can be a number of values of
the three OEE parameters that can all lead to the final result of 87.40 percent. The
studies carried out worldwide by researchers indicate that the average OEE rate
for any production plant is 60 percent, and an OEE percentage that is equal to or
greater than 85 is considered a World Class OEE (Vorne 2002).
Nevertheless, these results are not applicable for the OEE of the RS. It is the task of
URTS management to decide upon the OEE level of the rolling stock. The worth of
gain in a single percentage of availability, performance, and quality yield should be
linked with their objectives and requirements. For example, one agency gives priority to availability at the cost of an acceptable reduction in performance, whereas
a second agency does not compromise on performance. The success and failure
criteria for the OEE and its parameters for a particular rolling stock of a URTS vary
from system to system and represent the priorities and limits of that system.
The OEE cannot be used to rank two RS that differ in availability, performance, and
quality yield but have the same OEE percentages. In this case, it would be highly
subjective to differentiate the overall efficiency of two rolling stocks with different
characteristics. One way to deal with this problem is to define standards for the OEE
and its parameters for different URTS and their subunits. These standards will work
as a reference for the comparison of different URTS with similar characteristics.
There may be discussion about the percentage point improvement in availability,
performance, or quality yield and whether it is worth improving the OEE. What
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is the acceptable percentage of availability, performance, and quality yield for a
specific URTS? Similarly, what percentage of OEE is better for which type of rolling
stock, and what type of rolling stock is technically suitable for future service? Such
questions are part of modeling decision problems regarding the OEE and its parameters for a particular URTS and could be part of future work. The OEE measure is a
simple and effective formula that can be used to easily handle the decision problems described. The flexibility of the OEE approach makes it applicable to other
forms of public transport, provided that the inputs and outputs of the parameters
of OEE exist. It is important that inputs and outputs of the three parameters of the
OEE are defined clearly. If the definitions of the parameters are interrelated, then
they could be measuring the same things more than once, which could lead to
incorrect conclusions.

Conclusions
The overall efficiency of the rolling stock (RS) of urban rail transit system (URTS)
was defined. Various types of inputs and outputs of the RS were considered for
three parameters of the overall efficiency, and a method for their calculation was
presented and illustrated by providing a real-world application. The simplicity,
flexibility, and efficiency of the measure of overall efficiency make it applicable and
useful for any kind of RS or other subunits of URTS where decision problems need
to be solved.
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